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Introduction:  Stannite Thermoelectrics

Approach: X-ray diffraction and resonant
ultrasound will be used at high temperature
to obtain the lattice parameters and elastic
tensor. From these data, we can calculate the
sound velocity and thermal expansion of our
samples.

Sound velocity generally decreases with increasing temperature, due to bonds 

softening.  The behavior is non-linear, consistent with a phase transition.
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Lattice parameters are non-linear in compounds containing large A and B  

atoms (Sn or Hg), indicating a phase transition at intermediate temperatures.  
Those with smaller atoms show the typical linearly increasing lattice parameters.

Preliminary results 

Discussion: What causes the phase transition?

Future research direction

Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy
(RUS) is an approach to measure the
vibrational Eigenmodes of samples with well-
defined geometries. Peaks occur at
“Eigenfrequencies”, which depend on the
sample’s elastic constants, (C11 and C44)
shape, orientation, and density of the
sample.

RUS measurements are conducted on a three
probe system at up to 600˚C in an inert
atmosphere. Each probe is a piezoelectric
transducer that can emit or record a
vibrational signal.

Stannite structure

X-ray diffraction: Our high-temperature stage is
capable of measuring up to 1300∘C in vacuum or
inert gas. The thermocouple goes into the inner part
of the Pt sample tray, so the temperature
measurement is very accurate.

Our Goal is to explain the trend in lattice
thermal conductivity in the Cu2ABTe4 samples
by a deeper investigation of the structure and
elasticity of the samples as a function of
temperature.

In the ordered stannite structure, the
A and B atom are confined to specific
layers. In the case of large atoms such
as Sn and Hg, this leads to strain in the
a direction.

As temperature increases, the
structure will become disordered by
switching bigger atoms with smaller
atoms, which can relieve the strain in
the a direction and explain the
increase in the c/a ratio.

Rietveld refinement of the occupancy of different atomic sites is needed. If better
fitting is observed with less occupancy on A and B sites with increasing temperature,
then the theory can be proved. Measurements at higher temperatures will test
whether all compounds eventually undergo an order-disorder transition.
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Sample compositionsBackground: Cu2ABTe4 compounds form the tetragonal stannite

structure, best known for photovoltaic applications [2]. The telluride
Stannites have been identified as potential thermoelectric materials.

Nine samples of Cu2ABTe4 in the stannite structure
were synthesized at CSM with A = Zn, Cd, Hg, and B = Si,
Ge, Sn. With increasing size and mass of A and B, the
lattice thermal conductivity , kL, decreases substantially.
This is advantageous, as low kL is needed for high
thermoelectric efficiency.
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Analysis of RUS data:
The determination of elastic constants relies
on the comparison of the experimental
spectrum to computed values in an iterative
fitting process.
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